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THE BEAM LINE IS BACK
After a one-year absence, the Beam Line is back.

The return is possible for three reasons. First, Nina
Adelman has signed on as Managing Editor. Not
only does she share in the fun of the democratic Edi-
torial Board, but she also gets the work and worry of
how to get from a casual collection of suggestions for
articles to the black and white paper you're holding
now.

Second, we'll try for quarterly appearance instead
of the monthly schedule of years past. Third, we're
expecting help from you the reader. Please forward
articles and suggestions for future issues, either by
interdepartmental mail to Bin 11 or by electronic
mail to NINA.

We will continue to produce Special Issues, one of
which accompanies this issue. Colliding Beam Stor-
age Rings by John Rees, is the second in the series
of talks held at SLAC November 1984.

In this issue we try to catch up on most
of the last year, with articles on the SLAC
Linear Collider (SLC) and the Mark II, pic-
ture pages summarizing a year of events from
races to picnics, and four retirement articles.

-Bill Ash and Herb Weidner

COLLIDER EXPERIMENTAL HALL
The cover photograph shows the experimental

hall for the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), in January.
Since then the large cranes have been installed and
the siding added.

COLLIDER CONSTRUCTION
Although construction of the SLC is not sched-

uled to be complete until the end of this year, the
commissioning of the subsystems has started. Con-
struction of the north damping ring is essentially
complete, and it was in operation during February.
The south damping ring has been rebuilt, and it was
brought into operation during February. The elec-
tron extraction system for producing positrons has
been installed and will be tested later this spring.
The positron return line is completely in place and
under vacuum. The commissioning plan was to run
as many of the components as possible in February,
complete installation of the positron target system in
March and April, and then begin running the entire
system of north damping ring, south damping ring,
and positron source - sometimes referred to as the
'three-ring circus' - until the SLC is finished.

Production of 50-megawatt klystrons is on sched-
ule, and some 130 of these new klystrons have been
installed in the gallery and are running routinely.
Fabrication of all alternating gradient magnets for
the arcs is complete, and the magnets are being in-
stalled.

mr-l - _1_ _ 1 r L _ __ I D
rie arc tunnels nave

been complete for some
months and installation of
the mechanical and elec-
trical utilities in the tun-
nels is nearing comple-
tion.

Construction of the Col-
lider Experimental Hall is
proceeding, and although
the contractor for this is
somewhat behind sched-
ule, he is promising com-
pletion in May.

This date is critical for
installation of the final fo-
cus system and the Mark
II detector, which are
both on schedlule. Much
of the steel framework
for the building has been
erected, and the Contrac-
tor is starting to pour
the concrete floors. All
SLC systems are on sched-
ule for beginning the com-
missioning of the machine
at the end of this year.

-Don Getz
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THE MARK II DETECTOR
The Mark II is a nomadic detector. A joint SLAC-

LBL effort, it started life at SPEAR in 1977 as a
follow-on detector to the Mark I, which in the pre-
vious three years probably had the highest rate of
major discoveries in the history of physics: the b
family of particles, the r lepton, charmed particles,

and jets in e+e - collisions. Although the Mark I
was an impossible act to follow, the Mark II distin-
guished itself at SPEAR with the first observation of
charmed baryon production in e+e - collisions, the
first investigations of radiative 4 decay, and detailed
studies of r and charmed particle decay modes.

In 1979 the Mark II detector was moved to PEP.
The reason for moving a SPEAR detector to PEP
was that, being fully debugged, it would be able to
make measurements immediately. This, in fact, was
the case. The Mark II made some of the first mea-
surements of r, charmed particle, and bottom par-
ticle lifetimes, as well as the first measurements of
charmed and bottom fragmentation functions.

When planning began for experiments at the SLC,
it was decided to try the same trick. The first detec-
tor at the SLC was to be fully tested at PEP so that
it would be ready to start making measurements as
soon as colliding beams were available at the SLC. In
1982 the Mark II was selected to be that detector.

(Continued on page 11.)
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BOB WATT
THE CRYOGENIC YEARS
These reviews were excerpted from the talks given

by Joe Ballam and Pief Panofsky at the January 21
retirement dinner for Bob Watt, SLAC's longtime en-
gineer in charge of the bubble chamber and succes-
sive cryogenic projects.

PART I by Joe Ballam

I am delighted to have this opportunity to ex-
press appreciation for the tremendous support that
Bob has provided over the many years he has been
at SLAG. Although many people may associate Bob
almost exclusively with the cryogenic bubble cham-
ber, he really is a multifaceted scientist who has left
his mark in other fields as well.

When Bob arrived at SLAC some 20 years ago he
was in charge of the move of the LRL 72-inch bubble
chamber. A number of local neophytes were strug-
gling with the design of the SLAG 40-inch chamber.
Although Bob was very careful not to impose his
opinions on the local design group, from the very
beginning we all felt how important these opinions
were. Although it was too late to change some fun-
damentals, the one area where we immediately used
his expertise was in going over the procedures for
filling, operating and dumping the chamber to es-
tablish sensible and workable safety rules. Bob has
since become a world expert in the subject.

We have to be thankful to Bob for in all these
years of fooling around with potentially dangerous
substances operating at high pressures, with many
mechanical systems operating near limits of high
stress there has never been a serious accident and
has never been a person who was seriously injured.

Of course the 82-inch chamber arrived on schedule
and almost immediately began to produce physics
quality pictures, the number of which eventually
reached a staggering 18 million or so. In retrospect,
it may have been the very success of its operation
that led to its demise. Bob saturated the bubble
chamber picture market.

Shortly after taking up permanent residence at
SLAG Bob became the head of the Bubble Chamber
Operations group and was placed in charge of run-
ning the 40-inch as well. At this time one of Bob's
very special traits surfaced. That was his uncanny
ability to transform a complicated piece of hardware
from something that works in principle or worked
once or twice, into something that worked in a man-
ner far beyond the expectations of the original de-
signers.

Another of Bob's traits that surfaced somewhat
earlier in his history at SLAG is tough-mindedness.

BOB WATT

When he arrived he made two demands. The first
was that he report fairly high up the ladder and to
a physicist in the Research Division. I immediately
recognized this as an eminently reasonable demand.
The second was much more complicated. He wanted
his own shop located in the research yard as close
as possible to the chambers. It was, after all, the
most efficient way to get the work done and to re-
spond most promptly to the demands of these physi-
cist customers to get the apparatus back on the air
as soon as possible. As you might expect, a com-
promise resulted. Arnold Eldredge retained nominal
control but Bob was to have absolute first priority
for his needs. Bob got the best of both worlds. He
could get his jobs through fast and at the same time
didn't have to worry about all the administrative and
personnel nags, which he hated anyhow.

Bob was a marvel at problem solving and I'm sure
that many times he looked at me as the problem cre-
ator. Though he kicked like a mule every time an im-
possible task was laid in his lap, mumbling "It can't
be done," somehow the impossible got achieved.

It wasn't long after we started physics runs with
the two chambers that we realized that the acceler-
ator was cycling much faster than the chambers and
that we were wasting a valuable resource. Naturally,
not everyone in the laboratory shared our opinion!
I recall Luis Alvarez warning Pief that eventually
the chambers would use up a considerable fraction
of the available machine time. Although Pief may
not have believed him at that time, much of Bob's
creative talents have been devoted to achieving just
that goal. Through a long series of gradual improve-
ments, we moved to the concept of a hybrid facility:
the marriage of bubble chamber and electronic de-
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tector techniques. Bob played a very creative role in
all this.

It is not possible to forego the temptation to quote
a few statistics. We always did this in the bubble
chamber business - partly because in the early days
of our laboratory these numbers supported the claim
that SLAC was living up to its obligation to provide
at least fifty percent of its physics data production
to outside users.

Tonight these numbers stand as a very real trib-
ute to Bob. For example, sometime ago we sent
out a questionnaire to recipients of pictures from
SLAC chambers (mostly 82-inch people) asking them
how many useful pictures they had received. I then
compared these numbers with what the BC group
claimed to have provided at the time the photos were
taken. These data were culled from 29 different ex-
perimental runs made for people from 20 different
institutions. (Continued on page 8.)

The 82-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. From bottom: Luis Alvarez, Bob Watt, Joe Ballam
and Pief Panofsky.
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(Continued from page 5.)
The BC group reported to the lab record keepers that
they had produced 16 million useful pictures. The
survey results obtained many years later - after the
pictures were scanned and much of the data analyzed
- totaled 15 million photos actually used for physics,
a truly remarkable efficiency of 94%.

I would like to single out two of the many im-
portant bubble chamber experiments. Both come
from a unique marriage of the linac and chamber
and used almost monochromatic gamma rays from
backscattering a laser beam off the linac electron
beam. The first was a definitive study of light quark
vector mesons, a work which remains among the very
best in its field based on pictures taken in the 82-
inch. The second is the last experiment on the 40-
inch, which was a study of the production and decay
of charmed mesons. This work is also of permanent
value, because there does not appear to be another
machine that will generate 20 GeV gamma rays in a
narrow band of energies. In the last experiment per-
formed on the SLAC Hybrid Facility, the chamber
expanded over 150 million times, from which some
3.8 million photos were obtained. One has to imag-
ine a large pot of potentially dangerous liquid sitting
at about minus 250° C, under considerable pressure,
cycling at rates of 12-15 times per second (about the
rate of a large diesel engine) to appreciate what a
tour-de-force that represents. Together these two ex-
periments produced many papers and graduate stu-
dent theses.

I would guess by this time Bob is embarrassed
by all these words, so I'll make it easier on him by
saying that he couldn't have done it all without the
help of a very talented and devoted crew. They de-
serve some sympathy as well, because - like a lot
of creative people - Bob was a tough taskmaster
and living and working with him all these years had
its ups and downs. But I'm sure for most the thrill
of accomplishment and appreciation of the physics
users and the lab made it all worthwhile. And one
shouldn't forget that the kind of learning and expe-
rience gained under Bob's general direction made it
relatively easy to move to other activities in the lab,
once the era of the bubble chamber came to an end
at SLAC.

One cannot leave the saga of Bob Watt at SLAC
without mentioning his love affair with the Japanese.
I am sorry that the two principals, Kitagaki and
Takahashi, are not here (they have expressed their
regrets) to tell the story in person. I know that Bob
has been extremely helpful to them in design of bub-
ble chambers, cryogenic magnets and in looking over
operating and safety procedures in cryogenic mat-
ters.

I've had a lot of difficulty figuring out what to

say on this occasion that would shed a bit of light on
the accomplishments of the many-faceted and com-
plicated person that Bob actually is and I'm afraid
I haven't done him justice. We really have to thank
you, Bob, for just having been here at SLAC these
past eighteen years.

PART II by Pief Panofsky

I am particularly affected by Bob's retirement or
semi-retirement because he and I have always oper-
ated on more or less the same schedule. We joined
Luis Alvarez's team to build the 32 MeV proton lin-
ear accelerator at just about the same time. In fact
my recollection fails me as to what came first - the
Pief or the Watt. Bob worked at the electrostatic
generator which was destined to be the injector into
the 32 MeV machine, and I worked on the rest of
it. For a while the injector was the bottleneck of the
whole enterprise and Bob began the standard pattern
of rescuing sick machines. After a while it worked
fine at what were then unprecedented energies for
an electrostatic machine. After I left for Stanford he
took over the whole proton linac complex and I am
happy to report that it ran a lot better after I left!
After that he did lots of things at, for and to LBL.

I always admired Bob Watt for being an anti-
specialist. He would simply do what needed to be
done with extraordinary skill and persistence, even if
it meant not sleeping for 60 hours. He trained many
people in his image so that there is now a whole ded-
icated group at SLAC who can run anything and fix
anything. We need this to stem the tide of having
somebody specially trained to turn each valve or fix
each leak or repair each piece of rotating machinery.
This may be the way it has to be in running a large
industrial operation but it is poison if generally ap-
plied to a creative enterprise such as SLAC. It is this
anti-specialization which is so remarkable about Bob
and his people.

It was only when the 72-inch bubble chamber
crossed the Bay and grew 10 inches in the process
that Bob Watt came with it to join us again. All
this is well-known to all of you here and to those in
many parts of the world.

There seems to be a phenomenon which led Bob
to get all the sick machines. He gets all the gad-
gets which do not work, ranging all the way from
the ones having a slight headache to basket cases.
Somehow or other they all recover. For example:
(a) LASS had shorts and was dying from consump-
tion, meaning 'excessive liquid hydrogen consump-
tion.' Bob fixed it. (b) The High-Resolution Spec-
trometer came here from Argonne National Labora-
tory, again suffering from excessive liquid hydrogen
consumption and diseased refrigerators. Bob mea-
sured, diagnosed and fixed it so that as a result the
HRS recovered and was able to hold its own with its
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limping refrigerators. (c) The Mark II coil shorted
in mid-run. Everybody was wringing their hands
about how long it would take to fix or replace it.
Bob found a way and life continued, (d) The TPC
went from one setback of its cryogenic coil and sys-
tems to another. Bob was involved in diagnosing
these things and took over the local commissioning
and testing. He also predicted, unfortunately not in
time, the structural problems during the last phase
and counseled on fixing them; it is now in fine shape.
(e) Then there were the famous turbines. They kept
crashing at a cost of tens of thousands of dollars a
crash, if they were sent to the manufacturer for re-
pair. The dilemma was whether to repair them here
and thereby void the guarantee, or to continue to
send them to the manufacturer and pay the price.
Guess what happened? Bob Watt took the chance,
took them apart and fixed them. Not only did he
repair the failed ones, but made a modification in
design so that it did not happen again.

As a token of affection I am presenting Bob the
bag on bones remaining from that last debacle - a
set of parts from the famous turbine. There are many
more examples of these kind of things, not only at
SLAC but also in other parts of the wcrld where Bob
Watt was called in to heal the sick and. restore them
to eternal life. But now all this supposedly is going
to end. Actually it won't because Bob will remain as
a consultant so that on a case-by-case basis he can
help us and I can promise him that there will be lots
of cases.

But still Bob's retirement, to use that hackneyed
phrase, does mark the end of an era. Directors
come and go and maybe not so much changes. But
Bob Watt's approach to the way one solves technical
problems related to research is unique in the world.
We are happy that he has trained disciples in his
ways, but SLAC will never be the same. Many happy
retirements, Bob!

HERB TIEDEMANN
On February 20, 1986,

Herb Tiedemann will have
attained the ripe old age
of 55 and has opted for
the life of leisure. Herb
has been the Payroll Su-
pervisor for the SLAC Ac-
counting Office since Jan-
uary 1968. Before coming
on board at SLAC, he held
a similar position in the
Controller's Office on cam-
pus and has logged in over
20 years of service to the
University.

RETIRES

Back in August 1974, Herb handed in his resig-
nation after deciding that he would like to get into
a different line of work, but had a change of heart
before we could replace him, to our great relief and
ultimate benefit in the Accounting Office. As a side-
line over the years, Herb has been involved in the
Amateur Athletic Union, Pacific Division, and has
refereed many swimming events throughout the Bay
Area. He is still active in this capacity and cur-
rently handles competition at the high school and
college levels. We assume that Herb will now have
time to pursue his side line in earnest. Herb and his
wife Ann (of 33 years) are looking forward to doing
the things together that they have been planning for
many years.

Those of you who have had occasion to deal
with Herb in his capacity as our Payroll Super-
visor know how patient and helpful he has been
in solving the many problems that occur in the
operation of a payroll system and how competent
and professional he has been in running his de-
partment. It looks like he is really gonna do
it this time, and we're all going to miss him.

-Jim Pardoe

FRANK KARAS, PRINT SHOP
Francis (Frank)

T-xr _ a_ _ _a nv i7

rKaras, a native oI vvWs-
consin, joined SLAC in
1963 after a career in
the Air Force. Frank
joined the US Army Air
Force in 1940 at the age
of 19. His duty assign-
ments took him to many
parts of the country and
the world. One of his
first assignments was at
Hickam Field. Hawaii. in
1941 during the attack
on Pearl Harbor (which
he apparently survived).

Frank retired in 1963 after 23 years in the mili-
tary, the last six years of which were on assignment
as Supply Sergeant in the Stanford ROTC.

With his career in the military completed, Frank
decided to join SLAC. Starting as documentation
clerk in printing and document control, Frank
learned blueprinting and offset press work. He
wouldn't relax; he was a workaholic and tinkerer. To
see him waist deep in any of the equipment was an
everyday sight, fixing, adjusting, and jury rigging to
speed its' return to service. In the print room where
his 'Gentle Guidance' could help find even the most
elusive document, his willingness to stop and assist

(Continued on next page)
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others made him many friends. Frank assumed the
duties of Supervisor upon Pete Munzell's retirement
in 1981.

Frank and his wife Barbara live in Sunny-
vale, California and plan to travel and just re-
lax. He is an avid bowler, occasional golfer
and an itinerant horse player. He will certainly
be missed by all who knew him during his 23
years at SLAG. We wish him all the best in
the future; luck, strikes, birdies, and fast horses.

-Vaughn Proctor

GORDON GILBERT RETIRES
Gordon and
~~~~ *N Itx

Genevieve (Genn)
Gilbert celebrated their
retirement from SLAG
on Thursday, January
30, in a festive soiree
at the SLAG Cafeteria.
Gordon was presented
a handsome beam tree
inscribed: "To Gordon
Gilbert in commemora-
tion of 33 years of service
to Stanford University."

-r i1 1_ _ .___

we DlG nim gooaDye
as he leaves his many
friends at SLAG to pur-
sue hobbies with his wife,
Genn.

A native of St. Louis, Gordon studied at Wash-
ington University graduating with an AB degree in
physics and math in 1944. He was elected to the Phi
Beta Kappa and the Sigma Xi honorary societies. In-
terested in music and painting, Gordon played sax-
ophone in high school, switching to the bassoon in
college - which he continues to play well.

Gordon met his college sweetheart Genn and pro-
posed to her on their first date. He supported his
family by working several jobs, one of which was in
a plant making huge blocks of ice for the local ice
boxes. This wasn't bad in the hot, muggy summers
of St. Louis. A pioneer in accelerator physics, Gor-
don worked with the 45-inch cyclotron, then part of
the Manhattan Project.

After college, Gordon and Genn moved to Oak
Ridge, where he managed a group in a mass spec-
trometer facility. A bright, young physicist, he at-
tracted the attention of scientists now famous for
their work on the atom bomb. Although Oak Ridge
was interesting, Gordon wanted to get back into
the laboratory environment, accepting an invitation
from Los Alamos to test neutron production instru-
ments.

student in physics and a teaching assistant. Dis-
enchanted with physics, he gave up teaching and
switched to Political Science in 1947, passing his
PhD orals in 1949. At UCB, Gordon supported his
family by working at the 60-inch cyclotron center.
He received two prestigious fellowships, becoming a
research training Fellow of Social Research Council
in 1949-50 and a Fellow at Johns Hopkins Medical
School in 1951-52. Genn taught school in the Balti-
more area.

The Stanford High Energy Physics Lab attracted
Gordon and Genn in early 1953. He was put in
charge of operation and maintenance of the Mark
III accelerator. A team player, he worked with Drs.
Perry Wilson and Bob Mozley to design many fea-
tures of Mark III.

When Mark III began to wind down early in 1969,
Gordon transferred to SLAG where he joined Acceler-
ator Operations, during the consolidation of the CCR
and DAB groups. Gordon was assigned to DAB -
now the Master Control Center or MCC - to become
acquainted with procedures. He quickly became an
expert. All who worked closely with him sensed that
Gordon has a photographic memory of the location
and function of every beam line device in the ma-
chine.

Gordon was a member of the Radiation Safety
Committee up to his retirement. He gave dedicated
attention to the assignment, a contributing factor to
SLAG's reputation for providing a safe environment.
He and John Jasberg were responsible for Beam Au-
thorization Sheets (BAS). Gordon and Jas prepared
instructions for the operations, based on their knowl-
edge of beam lines and the experimental program,
with input from Health Physics. When experimental
requirements changed BAS became void and Gordon
authorized beam operation only if it was safe. It was
not unusual to call him in the middle of the night to
request such approvals. He was fully coherent and
able to discuss all factors relating to the change, for
which most of us would require a full set of drawings.

Each morning Gordon checked all of the ion cham-
bers and various beam containment devices for cor-
rect operation and was a patient instructor to all
control room operators. Experimenters were happy
to discuss problems personally with Gordon in the
MCC control room.

Gordon recently put on a one-man art show
in Palo Alto, displaying some of his abstract
oils. Gordon and Genn started their retirement
by spending free time at their beach home,, en-
joying the sun and sea, listening to music and
daubing paint. We wish them well and hope
they visit often with their friends at SLAG.

-Vern Price

Gordon entered UC, Berkeley in 1946 as a grad
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MARK II...
(Continued from page 3.)
The Mark II group realized that a detector originally

designed to make measurements of the relatively sim-

ple events at SPEAR energies would not be power-

ful enough to study the much more complex events

expected at the SLC. It was decided to rebuild the

entire inner section of the detector: the vertex drift

chamber, the central drift chamber, the time-of-flight

system, the endcap calorimeters, and the solenoidal

coil. The flux return, the central lead-liquid argon

calorimeters, and the muon detection system were

unchanged.

The new central drift chamber forms the heart of

the Mark II upgrade. The old drift chamber had 16

layers of wires, and each wire could measure the pas-

sage of only one particle. The new chamber has 72

layers of wires and the ability to measure the passage

of any number of particles past each wire. Only the

time of arrival of each pulse was measured in the old

drift chamber; in the new chamber both the time of

arrival and the size of the pulse are measured. Since

different kinds of particles give rise to different sizes

of pulses, the measurement of the size of the pulse

(usually referred to as a dE/dx measurement) helps

in identifying particles. The Mark II detector will

use dE/dx measurements primarily to help identify

electrons.

In order to be able to process and read in effi-

ciently the large amount of data from the new drift

chamber, it was decided to use Fastbus, a new stan-

dard for data acquisition. An intelligent Fastbus

crate controller known as a SLAC Scanner-Processor

(SSP) was developed for this application. This past

fall the Mark II became one of the first experiments

to run with a large-scale Fastbus system.

Last August the upgraded Mark II detector was

returned to the PEP beam line and began taking

data at PEP in order to test the new components.

The PEP test run has been quite successful. The

new detector components worked at or beyond their

expected performance levels. The tracking resolution

of the central drift chamber has already been shown

to be 15% better than that specified in the Mark II

SLC proposal. Work will continue over the summer

to better understand the details of the detector and

to analyze the data.

Immediately after the end the PEP cycle, prepa-

rations for moving the Mark II to the SLC hall be-

gan. It is expected that the detector will be back

together and taking test data on cosmic rays in the

SLC hall by October. It is scheduled to be moved

into the beam to begin SLC physics in February 1987.
-Gary Feldman

EXERCISE FACILITY
Health Club dues are too high. Workouts at home

just don't make it. And it's too dark or cold or rainy

to exercise outside. Sound hopeless? It could be -

for those who don't know about the SLAC Exercise

Facility.

Located in the west end of the Electronics Build-

ing Annex, the exercise facility has three stationary

bicycles, two rowing machines, two sit-up boards, a

push-up bar, a variable- speed treadmill, and showers

and lockers for both men and women.

All regular SLAC employees are eligible to use the

facility, which currently boasts about 60 members.

Annual dues and a key deposit are required to reg-

ister; the dues are used to purchase new equipment.

The key allows entrance to the exercise facility, while

access to showers and lockers is available to anyone.

"The population has increased incredibly since

the first of the year," reports Bob Gex, a member

of the facility's Board of Directors. Gex, the Board's

recording secretary, attributes this jump to better

publicity and bad weather.

Facility Chairman Bill Savage says some mem-

bers have complained about the lack of weights.

"We are encouraging aerobic exercise," Savage says.

"Weights don't increase fitness that much, but you

could live forever if you're in good aerobic shape.

Also, we have to make sure none of the equipment is

hazardous to people."

For beginners, there will be experienced helpers

to assist those seeking advice on techniques to im-

prove their cardiovascular fitness. The facility is

open 24 hours a day. To register or get more

information, call Bob at x2411 or Bill at x2980.
-Darren Thorneycroft

BLOOD DRIVES AT SLAC
The Stanford University Blood Bank has mobile

blood drives at SLAC for your convenience. Many

people come on a regular basis and newcomers are

always welcome. Flyers will come out a few weeks

ahead - call for an appointment when you receive

one. Hours are 8:00 am to 2:00 pm in the Audi-

torium with refreshments available. See you there!

The following dates are scheduled for 1986: March

25, September 23, June 25 and December 16.

ONLINE INFO: SPIRES files for upcoming
CONFERENCEs and SEMINARS. The Confer-
ence file is maintained by Rita Taylor; Seminars
by Nina Adelman. The monthly Personnel News-
letter is online as PERSNEWS MEMO *.

Items and suggestions go to Marian Wehking,
Bin 11, or to MARIANW.
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